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This product does not belong to medical, 
please don’t use for disease treatment!

Thanks for using our company's products, in order to fully make use of the products, 

we sincerely suggests follow:

Dear user:

Please read the instruction in detail and keep it well for further reading and 

consulting.

Please do not remove and change any accessories of the machine.

It forbids others to open and remove the mainframe except the authorized people  in 

the company.

It forbids others to change and maintain the machine except the professional 

people.

Please contact us if there is any trouble during operation.

Please follow the instruction to fit and operate the machine correctly.

Warning

◆◆

◆◆

◆◆

◆◆

◆◆

◆◆
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7.BOHR effect C&O handle jack

12.Ultrasonic handle jack

3.Aqua peeling handle jack

14.Air filter bottle

9.2 polar micro heat work head 

jack

15.Jet inlet

1.Touchscreen

2.Accessories frame

4.Water flowing adjust valve

10.Micro heat photon vacuum

liposuction handle jack

11 .H igh p ressu re i n j ec t i on 

handle jack

5.Vacuum adjust valve

13.Flap handle jack

8.6 polar micro heat work head

jack

6.Sprayer jack
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Parts Introduction

19.Filter  cup

16.General power switch

17 .Power supp ly l ine

jack

18.Service brake jack

21.S1liquid bottle switch

knob

23.S3 liquid bottle switch

knob

24.S1 liquid bottle

25.S2 liquid bottle

22.S2 liquid bottle switch

knob

27.Oxygen concentiation

adjust valve

20.Water recycling bottle

26.S3 liquid bottle
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LED mask

Flap handle

High pressure injection handle

Service brake

Sprayer 

2 polar Micro heat work head

6 polar Micro heat work head Aqua peeling handle

Accessories

Any part of instrument made of PMMA material (for example: accessories shelf, 
panel, transparent handles,etc.). Do not  use alcohol or corrosive solvent to wipe 
clean.
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BOHR effect C&O handle

Ultrasonic handle

Small micro heat photon 
vacuum liposuction head

Micro heat photon vacuum  liposuction
 handle connect cable

Large micro heat photon 
vacuum liposuction head

Middle micro heat photon 
vacuum liposuction head

Accessories

Pull out protective cover with tweezers or other tools
Wash or change the filter cotton inside

Any part of instrument made of PMMA material (for example: accessories shelf, 
panel, transparent handles,etc.). Do not  use alcohol or corrosive solvent to wipe 
clean.
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1.Put accessories well and connect them to the host.

(4)Insert 6 polar Micro heat work head  jack; into [8]

(6)Insert  Micro heat photon Vacuum liposuction handle into

[10] jack;

(9)Insert  into [13] jack;Flap handle

(12) ;Pour liquid water into the S3 cleaning bottle and install it into position [26]

2.Insert the plug of Power supply line into [17] , turn on

Power switch [16], put into the USERNAME1

password “000000” to enter interface as (Fig 1),This

interface can operate the facial care function shown

in . USERNAME2(F ig1) pu t in to the  password

“310001” to enter  the system care interface as shown

in , and swipe left to enter the body care(Fig1)

operation interface as shown in .USERNAME2 can operate all the nursing(Fig2)

functions.

(7)Insert  into [11] jack;High pressure injection handle

(1)Insert  to [3] jack;Aqua peeling handle

(2)Insert [ ] jack;Sprayer handle  to 6

(3)Insert [ ] jack;BOHR effect C&O handle into 7  

(5)Insert 2 polar Micro heat work head [9] jack;nto

(8)Insert  into [12] jack;Ultrasonic handle

(10) ;Pour liquid water into the S1 cleaning bottle and install it into position [24]

(11) ;Pour liquid water into the S2 cleaning bottle and install it into position [25]

(13) .Install the Water recycling bottle in position [20]

3.In interface as (Fig 1):

(1)Click on “Basic setting” to  select output language.

(2)Click on “item” to enter operating interface.

4.If doesn't use this machine for a long time, please open the power above four hours or

above each month.

Attention: The “Advanced setting” is only for manufacturer, Users do not use.

(Fig 1)

Basal Operation

(Fig 2)



1.Click on “Aqua peeling” in (Fig 1) to enter interface as 

(Fig 3).

2.Clean the skin.

3.Pour application of liquid products into the liquid 

bottle.Select the S1-S3 channel as needed.

 S1 AHA Dermabrasion skin, activate collagen, 

strengthen skin nutrition and transport, Oxidation 

resistance.

  S2 BHA acne, blackhead, sebum to grain, deep cleaning, sterilization, tighten pores.

  S3 HYDRO vitamin B supplement, EGF and so on other nutrients.

4.Set work time. The system default work time is 30 minute. Press “←” and “→” of ”time” to 

set. The regulation range is 1 to 120 minutes.

5.According to treatment part to choose big or small Aqua peeling clean cap, connect cap 

and Aqua peeling clean handle together.

12.Click on “Return” to back to (Fig 1).

11 The system will pause automatically if setting time is over. press any key to continue..

Cautions:

3.Different size of cap can be flush with water directly, then soaked with 75% alcohol.

7.Adust vacuum intensity. Press the Aqua peeling clean cap with your finger before 

adjust, and then turn [5] Vacuum adjust valve knob the pressure is strong while turning 

it to the clockwise. turning it in count clockwise to become weak. The beautician should 

consider the nursing part  and make sure the guests can accept the pressure.

8.Turn [21][22][23] liquid bottle open/close knob to choose using which liquid bottle.

2.Pour out water in waste recycling bottle in time to avoid damage caused by overflowing.

10. Aqua peeling clean handleBeautician hold the  on skin for a while until the water flow 

into the cap, and then drop some water on skin by points, to make the skin surface wet, 

and then apply cleansing product on the skin, and move the it on skin back and forth.

9.Click on “▶”, the system begin working. Press “||” to stop working.

6.Adjust flux. Turn water flowing adjust valve[4] knob to adjust Aqua peeling clean handle 

flux, turning it in clockwise direction to become small, turning it in count clockwise 

direction to become large.  

4.Turn off the machine. Clean water recycling bottle everyday. 

1.Do not use on wound skin.
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(Fig 3)

Aqua�Peeling



1.Do not use on wound skin.

2.The system default function is “Revive”, Click on

“Bright” and “”Massage” to select other function.

7.Apply gels on operating parts. Click on “▶” , The system in pre-start states. If you need

to pause, Click on “||”.

Cautions:

4.Set intensity. The system default intensity is 10%. 

Click on “← ” and “→ ” to choose. “Revive” adjust range is 10% to 30%. “Bright” adjust

range is 10% to 60%. “massage” adjust range is 10% to 100%.

5.Set work time. The system default work time is 30 minute. Click on  “← ” and “→ ” of

”time” to set. The regulation range is 1 to 120 minutes. Each part about 10 to 20

minutes.

1.Click on “BOHR Effect C&O” in (Fig 1) to enter

interface as (Fig 4).

9.The system will pause automatically if setting time is over. press any key to continue.

10.Click on “Return” to back to (Fig 1).

8.Beautician press “start” key on handle, The beautician holds the handle and moves

slowly in circle. you can press “+” and “-” in handle to adjust intensity. The function is

the same as interface.

3.Set LED color of handle. Click on “RED” or “Blue”.

The indicator on handle will light up. If choose “RED”

and “Blue”, the indicator color is purple.

6.Conenct Carbon oxygen head on BOHR Effect C&O handle.

2.Carbon oxygen heads are consumables, after used, please replace in time.
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(Fig 4)

BOHR Effect C&O



4.Set work time. The system default work time is 30 minute. Click on  “← ” and “→ ” of 

”time” to set. The regulation range is 1 to 120 minutes. Each part about 15 minutes.

Caution: do not let gel enter the eye.

2.The system default  “ ”. function of the system is 2 polar

“ ” is suit for “ ” is suit for . 2 polar   eyes, 6 polar   face

According to customers' needs, click "6 polar" and 

"RV-S" to select different nursing functions.

2/6 Polar micro heat treatment operation steps

1.Click on “2&6 Polar” in (Fig 1) to enter interface as 

(Fig 5).

3.Set intensity. The system default intensity is 1. Click 

on “←” and “→” to choose.  adjust range is 1(weak) to 6(strong).  adjust 2 polar 2 polar

range is 1(weak) to 10(strong). The beautician should consider the nursing part  and 

make sure the guests can accept the pressure.

5.Apply gels on operating parts. Click on “▶ ” , The 

system in pre-start states. If you need to pause, Click 

on “||”.

6.Applied gel on skin needed nursing, the electrode 

probe move slowly on skin, you can output lower the 

intensity depending on the forehead and the eyes. 

8.Clean the leftovers with hot towel, use warm towel to clean the work head.

RV-S treatment operation steps

1.Set work time. The system default work time is 30 

minute. Click on  “← ” and “→ ” of ”time” to set. The 

regulation range is 1 to 120 minutes. Each part about 

10 to 20 minutes.

(1)The system default photon color is red.Click "red" on 

the interface and the red light will always be on.Click 

"red" again to remove the red light option.Click "blue" 

and the blue light comes on.Choose red and blue at the same time, bright purple light.

(2)The system default mode is Click on  “←” and “→”  to set. “ ” P2. P0 To turn off the photon 

function.

2.Set photon color and mode. Click on “Photon” to 

enter interface as (Fig 6).

7.The system will pause automatically if setting time is 

over. press any key to continue.
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(Fig 5)

(Fig 7)

(Fig 6)



8.Apply gels on operating parts. Click on “▶” , The system in pre-start states. If you need

to pause, Click on “||”.

(1)Set vacuum mode. The system default vacuum mode

is P1, click on ← →  to adjust, " "and"  " The details refer

to following table.

10.The system will pause automatically if the setting time is over. Click on any key to

continue.

(2)Set vacuum intensity. The system default vacuum intensity is 10KPa. Turn [5] Vacuum

adjust valve knob the pressure is strong while turning it to the clockwise. turning it in

count clockwise to become weak. The The range is 10KPa(weak) to 100KPa(strong). 

beautician should consider the nursing part  and make sure the guests can accept the

pressure.

11.Clean the leftovers with hot towel, use warm towel to clean the work head.

9. Beautician hold the micro heat photon Vacuum liposuction handle cling to the skin, and

then move slowly. The action should be coherent.

4.Set vacuum parameter. Click on “Vacuum” to enter

interface as (Fig 8) shows.

3. The system default  to turnSet  intensity. intensity is

off "0".Click on the “intensity" " "and"  "to adjust.← →

The range is 1 (weak) to 6 (strong).

P1

0.1S

0.2S

P2

0.2S

0.3S

P3 P5

2.0S

1.0S

P4

0.4S

0.6S

Inspiration

Deflation

Mode

1.0S

0.8S

P6

-.-

-.-

(Fig 8)
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Injection Treatment

4.Set work time. The system default work time is 30 minutes. Click on "←" and "→" to set.

The range is 1 to120 minutes.

3.Put nutrition into needle tube and install it into High pressure injection handle. (Guest

prepares nutrition solution)

2.Clean the treatment parting.

1.Click on “Iontophoresis” in (Fig 1) to enter interface as (Fig 9).



7.The default number is 524.After selecting the flow size, the corresponding residual 

times will appear. The larger the flow is, the corresponding residual times will decrease, 

ranging from 2155 times (more) to 160 times (less).

12.If need to exit inject operating interface or restoration handspike, click on “return” 

return  to interface as (Fig 1) shows. 

13.Clear the filter cup after use. 

Cleaning Methods: 

8.Set the depth. The system default depth is 1.4.Click on "← " and "→ " to set, the 

adjustment range is 0.2 (small) to 2.8 (large).

11.The system will pause automatically. If setting time is over, press any key to continue.

     You can also unscrew the filter cup and wash it (loosen it to the left and tighten it 

to the right).

9.Set the speed. The default speed is 1s.Click on "← " and "→ "to set, the adjustment 

range is 0.3s (slow) to 2s (fast).

6.Set work flux. The flux big or small depends on the liquid viscosity. The system default 

work flux is 1. Click on “Flux” to adjust work Flux, The rang is 0.1(small) to 2.4(big).

5.Set work mode. The system default work mode is 

pulse inject. Click on "←" and "→" to set. The range is 

the mode pulse type or the continuous type, the pulse 

type namely steps on the foot switch once, the handle 

sprays once;The continuous type is to step on the 

foot switch, high-pressure injection handle has been 

sprayed, and then step on the foot switch again, 

spray stop.

10.Click on “▶”. Under the pre-start states, the beautician hold the  handle, close to the 

skin, step on the service brake once, the High pressure injection handle start injecting 

nutrition liquid. Using high pressure, the nutrient solution in the needle tube can 

penetrate through the pores into skin. Until the needle tube nursing liquid injection is 

completed. Note: DO NOT operate on wound or inflammation skin.

（图七）

(Fig 9)
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1.Avoid spraying into mouth or nose when spraying oxygen.

NOTICE: If the oxygen sprayer caused blockage or  damage while using does not

belong to  the range of warranty.

8.Click on “Return” to back to (Fig 1).

2.Set work time. The system default work time is 30

minute. Click on  “← ” and “→ ” of ”time” to set. The

regulation range is 1 to 120 minutes. Each part about

15 to 20 minutes.

4.Apply gels on operating parts. Click on “▶” , The system in pre-start states. If you need

to pause, Click on “||”.

25.Beautician hold the O  sprayer, press the control button to release oxygen, and pull

backwards to spray water mist. Spray oxygen from top to bottom starting from the

forehead to the neck, careful not to spray into the eyes or nose, in the spray oxygen

process, the beautician can appease, lift up, stretch wrinkles with the other hand, more

helpful for nutrition products penetrate the skin, strengthen skin elasticity, spray rate

should depend on the guests' absorb state of oxygen.

Caution:

7.Clean the leftovers with hot towel, use warm towel to clean the used working head.

6.The system will pause automatically if setting time is over. press any key to continue.

Spray operation steps

3.Mix 2~3 drip SPA essential oil diluted with purified water into small

cup of the oxygen sprayer, water should be about 2 / 3 of the cup, and then tighten the

lid tightly. Oxygen sprayer can only with liquid products, other states product will cause

pinhole jam.

1.Click on “Spray & Inject” in (Fig 1) to enter interface

as (Fig 10).

(Fig 10)

filter

Rotary adjustable spray caliber



2.Cliclk on “Frequency” setting working frequence:1Hz ~ 

5Hz.

5.When using on eyes and nose care should reduce  the vacuum intensity .

3.Cliclk on “TIME” set working time: facial care about 20 

minutes, eyes care about 15 minutes.

4.Apply beauty products on skin, Click on  “▶” ,the system 

begin to work. The oxygen injector must be fully in contact 

with skin, you could adjust[4], The Flap handle should 

avoid directly contact with the part which  the skin inflammation, injury.

1.Click on “Inject” enter interface (Fig 11).

Inject operation steps
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Red light: Revitalizing moistening the skin, maintain skin elasticity, repair cells, help the product 

quickly deep absorption.

b. Set the mode.The system default mode is Click on “← ” “→ ”setting light output mode: P2. and

P1~P4 is pulse light , P5 is constant light.

C. Set intensity.The system default intensity is  Click on “←” “→”adjust light output intensity: 1. and

1(weak) ~ 5(strong).

(1)Oxygen output: In interface as (Fig 12), Click on “▶”,   

the system begin to work, set amount of oxygen by 

adjust the Flux output adjustor [27]. When adjusted to  

1, the oxygen concentration can reach 90%. If add essential oil in 

pure  water, the effect maybe better.

2.Ask the user lying in bed, and lie a wet cotton  on 

eyelid or wear protective glasses, then put  the LED 

mask covered whole head.

(2)LED output:

a. Click on “color”,choose red light or blue light in interface (Fig 12).

Blue light: Whitening and eliminating the acne marks, acne treatment, effective relief of skin 

allergies.

1.Click on “Mask” in (Fig 1) to enter interface as (Fig 

12).

(Fig 12)

(Fig 11)

Mask Treatment



(3)Music: Insert the U disk with record music into USB

jack , Click on “picture earphone” enter interface (Fig

13).

3.The system will pause automatically if the setting

time is over. Click on any key to continue.

4.Put the LED mask on the bracket of the host.Use warm towel to clean the mask.

2.Set work time. The system default work time is 30

minute.  click “← ” “→ ” set working time,  on and each

time about 20~30 minutes.
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1.Click on “Circle RV” in (Fig 2) to enter interface as

(Fig 14).

3.According the treated parts to choose appropriate 

liposuction head. Large micro heat photon Vacuum liposuction

head is suit for abdomen, back, thigh etc. fatty parts.  Middle micro heat photon Vacuum

liposuction head is suit for crus, arm etc.

5.Set photon color and mode. Click on “Photon” to

enter interface as (Fig 14).

Operating steps

2.Ask the gust to have a bath or clean the nursing part,

then smear the essential oil, the amount depends on

moving flexibility of the micro heat photon Vacuum

liposuction head.

4.Set work time. The system default work time is 30 minute. Click on  “← ” and “→ ” of

”time” to set. The regulation range is 1 to 120 minutes. Each part about 10 to 20

minutes.

(1)The system default photon color is red.Click "red" on

the interface and the red light will always be on.Click

"red" again to remove the red light option.Click "blue"

and the blue light comes on.Choose red and blue at

the same time, bright purple light.

(2)The system default mode is Click on  “←” and “→”  to set. “ ”P2. P0

To turn off the photon function

6. The system default .Click on " "and"  "to adjust. The rangeSet  intensity. intensity is ← →

is 1 (weak) to 10 (strong). "0"means close.

7.Set vacuum parameter. Click on “Vacuum” to enter interface as (Fig 16) shows.

(Fig 14)

(Fig 13)

(Fig 15)
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1.Should scribble smearing oil on the skin before doing eliminate fat treatment, which is

good to smoothly moving, reduce the pain and avoid injure the skin.

8.Apply gels on operating parts. Click on “▶ ” , The

system in pre-start states. If you need to pause, Click

on “||”

2.Adjust the vacuum intensity should according to the acceptable of the guests, should

from weak to strong, otherwise flaccid skin prone to congestion.

(2)Set vacuum intensity. The system default vacuum

intensity is 10KPa, click on “<” and “>” to adjust,  the

range is 10KPa(weak) to 100KPa(strong). The

beautician should consider the nursing part  and

make sure the guests can accept the pressure.

9. Beautician hold the micro heat photon Vacuum liposuction handle cling to the skin, and

then move slowly. The action should be coherent.

(1)Set vacuum mode. The system default vacuum mode is P1, click on“ ” and “ ”to

adjust, to P6 the range is P1 .The details refer to following table.

NOTE: P1~P6 modes are system default. If they don’t fit for you, please click on ” and 

“ ”of “INSPIRATION” and “DEFLATION” regulate. The Inspiration/Deflation time is 

0.1S to 3.0S. P1 to P3 mode can be adjusted, P4 to P5 mode can not be adjusted. P6 

mode is only Inspiration mode, can’t regulate time.

10.The system will pause automatically if the setting time is over. Click on any key to

continue.

11.Clean the leftovers with hot towel, use warm towel to clean the work head.

Cautions:

3.The operation should in muscle or fat fullness, the enrich subcutaneous parts. it is

inappropriate for petite and rugged, more hair parts.

4.There are redness due to the personal and health status, which is a normal

phenomenon that can be dissipated on its own.

5.If the filter cup is half full, please clean it immediately to avoid damage caused by

flow backwards. It may be causing mechanical damage.

(Fig 16)

P1

0.1S

0.2S

P2

0.2S

0.3S

P3 P5

2.0S

1.0S

P4

0.4S

0.6S

Inspiration

Deflation

Mode

1.0S

0.8S

P6

-.-

-.-



5.Do not stay in the same place for a long time

1.Click on “Ultrasonic” in (Fig 2) to enter interface as

(Fig 17).

3.Select the “RV” or ”Ul t rasonic“ according to customer

requirements.

10.Clean the leftovers with hot towel, use warm towel to clean the

work head.

Operating  steps:

2.Clean the treated part deeply, apply medium

(nutrition gel, extract oil and etc.). The amount should

be according to moving flexibility of Micro vibration

head.

5.Set output intensity. The system default output intensity is 1, Click on " "and"  "to← →

adjust. The range is 1 (weak) to 10 (strong). "0"means close.

8.Beautician hold the Ultrasonic handle cling to the

skin, and then move slowly. The action should be

coherent.

6. theSet the mode. The system default the mode is P1, click on“← ” and “→ ”to adjust,

range is P1 to P10.

9.The system will pause automatically if the setting

time is over. Click on any key to continue.

1.Ask a person to take off metallic decorations when operation, working head makes slow

move on the skin.

7.Apply gels on operating parts. Click on “▶ ” , The

system in pre-start states. If you need to pause, Click

on “||”.

Cautions:

2.Applied enough gel on skin need treated.

3.The operation time of each part should not exceed 30 minutes.

4.Set work time. The system default work time is 30 minute.  click “← ” “→ ” set on and

working time,  time about 15 to 20 minutes.each

4.Do not used in the human body heart, throat and eyelids. Do not stay unmoved on any

part

(Fig 17)

(Fig 18)
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Micro vibration Treatment



2.Using a 2.5ml syringe, extract 2ML of the nutrient solution and expel the air inside.Then

insert the high pressure injection handle.

3. Install the handle.Hold the tail and head of the supersonic jet handle with both

hands.Aim the two nails of the head at the holes of the tail, the needle cylinder at the pin

clamp, aim the head and the tail at the corresponding parts, and then rotate the ring ring

clockwise to lock the handle.

1.Hold the tail and head of the supersonic jet handle with both hands.Turn the middle ring

counterclockwise to disassemble.Divide the handle into two parts.

4.Install the high pressure injection handle.

~16~

Handle installation instructions

Cylinder screens

fumarole
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Input Voltage:AC220~230V  50/60Hz□

Fuse: FL5X20\3.15Awith buffer (with spare fuse)

Output Power:390VA

1.People with heart disease or high blood pressure, or configured cardiac pacemaker.

2.Patients with acute inflammation, asthma, deep vein thrombosis, thyroncus, cancer.

3.People with hemorrhagic disease, trauma or who is bleeding.

4.Pregnant women and child

5.Medical Plastic parts, or parts with artificial in filling inside.

6.People with metal inside the body(include metallic tooth)

9.Numb or insensitive to heat.

8.People with an abnormal immune system.

7.Patient with skin inflammation or with edema.

Forbidden Group

Technical�Parameters
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3.Flap handle

1.Host

2.Sprayer

5.LED mask

6.BOHR effect C&O handle

7.Ultrasonic handle

8.Micro heat photon Vacuum  liposuction handle connect cable

9.Power supply�line

10.User manual

11.Service brake

12.Accessory frame

13.bracket tube

14.Bracket cross bar combination

15.Hexagon wrench(M3)

4.High pressure injection handle

16.Hexagonal screws(M4X6)

17.Hexagonal screws(M4X25)

18.Aqua peeling handle

19.Small micro heat photon vacuum lipsuction head

20.Middle micro heat photon vacuum lipsuction head

21.Large micro heat photon vacuum lipsuction head

22.2 polar Micro heat work head

23.2 polar Micro heat work head

24.disposable syringe(2.5ML)

1PCS

1PCS

1PCS

1PCS

1PCS

1PCS

1PCS

1PCS

1PCS

2PCS

1PCS

1PCS

1PCS

1PCS

1PCS

1PCS

1PCS

1PCS

1PCS

1COPY

1SET

1PCS

1PCS

1SET

QC

Packing List
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Symbols and Meanings

*Things damage refers to housing, property, livestock and pet damage.

Warning Symbol

Danger

Danger

Waning

Waning

Attention

Device exists high pressure risk of high voltage output terminals!

If used incorrectly will cause personnel injury!

If used incorrectly will cause personnel injury or damage to the goods!

If used incorrectly will cause possibility ill of death or serious injury!

If used incorrectly will bring the risk of death or serious injury!

Meaning

Contraindications

Danger

Warning

(7)Severe hypertension and severe patients with cardiovascular and

cerebrovascular disease.

(3)Drunk or high fever patients;

(8)Patients with renal failure.

2.The following please use under the guidance of professionals

(1)Women during menstruation;

(6)The people who has taken face-lifting or her body has artificial thing.

(3)Hemorrhagic disease or trauma, inflammation, skin disease, skin infection;

1.The following symptoms were forbidden to use

(2)The use of artificial bone; Patients with silicosis;

(6)Patients with metal materials in body (including metal teeth), pregnant

women, cachexia, malignant tumor.

(4)Patients with higher sensitivity mental disease and epilepsy patients

(2)Children;

(9)Patients with severe infection

(1)Patients who used by Heart rate regulator,  cardiac pacemaker, ECS;

(5)Patients with no independent expression consciousness and can not take

care of themselves.

(5)The immune system has defects, scar formation history, physical disease;

(4)Patients with feeling numb, no response to cold and heat;
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3.If there comes a failure, please shut down the power immediately, and send it to the distributor

or manufacturer for maintenance. Do not repair by yourself.

5.Do not make the machine close to the wall, keeping a 30CM space around for cooling.

The Company is not responsible for the following circumstances:

4.Exclusion of liability.

――Dusty environment

(1)If fire, earthquake, war occurred;

(3)Damage caused by using other method(not included in the use manual).

――Environmental with much smoke or stream

(4)Operate without the manual's guide.

(2)The fault of the user, operator error;

1.Appliances and medical equipment close to the machine may be resulting in operational failure

due to interference.

2.Prohibit use of the equipment in the following environment

――Hot and humid environment

Maintenance

Safety and Environmental Considerations

Plastic Board

Printed Circuit 
Board

The content of the restricted substances in all homogeneous materials of this part is below the limits set 

by the SJ/T11363-2006 standard. 

The content of a homogeneous material in the part of the material is beyond the SJ/T11363-2006 standard 

requirements. The user's normal use of this product within the time limit of environmental protection, these 

substances or elements will not occur leakage or sudden change, will not cause the personal, property damage. 

For such substances or elements, the user shall not dispose of it yourself, please according to government 

regulations to the relevant departments of the government designated recycling.

Declaration:

Power Supply

Accessory

Toxic and hazardous substances reference list
Electronic information product pollution control and management measures

Table of contents of toxic and hazardous substances or elements

Part Name Remark

Toxic and Hazardous Substance or Element 

Lead
(Pb)

Mercury
(Hg)

Cadmium
(Cd)

Hexavalent
chromium
(Cr(VI))

Polybrominated
biphenyls

(PBB) 

Polybrominated
diphenyl ethers

(PBDE)   
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